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Picador, 2014. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: Wall Street Journal , "Favorite Books of the Year 2013" Cosmopolitan , "Best
Books of the Year for Women" Library Journal , "Best Books of 2013" Salon , "Best Books of 2013"
"Haunting.more than a beautifully written memoir. [A] powerful and raw love letter." The
Washington Post " Her instantly became my reading obsession.Parravani tackles her potentially
melodramatic material with forthrightness and a flair for the darkly comic, while also remaining
witchily true to the romantic uncanniness of twinhood. The tone she strikes is brashly ghoulish and
heart twanging, the route through her past artfully circuitous. Her invites obsessional reader
behavior because Parravani has the ability to make life, even at its worst, feel magic-tinged and
vital and lived all the way down to the bone. She spins out of her dire experiences an enthralling
story laced with weird luck and coincidences.The final sentence, honest to god, made me cry."Heidi
Julavits, Bookforum "Parravani succeeds in ''writing Cara back to life'' and saving her own life in
the process. No punches are pulled here, and Parravani's matter-of-fact tone does nothing to shield
readers from the...
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Reviews
A whole new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and i also am certain that i am going to planning to read again yet again later on. I
found out this book from my i and dad advised this pdf to learn.
-- Audr ey Lowe I
It is fantastic and great. It is really simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 % in the ebook. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested
this book to learn.
-- Dr . Luna Skiles
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